
From: Bartlett, Matt
To: Jenny, Pat
Subject: RE: NRC Authorizing Official Extension of the Interim Authorization to Operate Systems from May 1 - November

1, 2022
Date: Thursday, April 28, 2022 8:13:00 AM
Attachments: 4-27-22 NRC AO Extension of the May - Oct 2022 GLE IATO.pdf

Locked - GLE May 2022 Authorization Assessment Report.pdf

Pat,

Attached is the NRC’s Authorizing Official approval of the Interim Authorization to Operate 
Classified Systems from May 1 – November 1, 2022.
Access information for the locked document will be provided separately.

Note:  I am setting up a BOX-EFSS (Enterprise File Sync and Share Platforms) that we can 
use to share OUO documents securely.  Please let me know if you foresee any problems 
with using BOX-EFSS to exchange OUO documents.

Thanks.

Sincerely,

Matt Bartlett
Sr. Project Manager
NMSS/DFM/FFLB
301-415-7154

mailto:Matthew.Bartlett@nrc.gov
mailto:pat.jenny@gle-us.com



From: Nelson, David
To: Zimmerman, Jacob
Cc: Flanders, Scott; Feibus, Jonathan; Mangefrida, Michael; Lubinski, John; Helton, Shana; Faraz, Yawar; Tobin,


Jennifer; Bartlett, Matt; Nalabandian, Garo; Gavrilas, Mirela; Erlanger, Craig; Lee, Samuel; Johnson, Dante;
Parsons, Darryl; Everly, JKeith; Pitts, Leonard; Womack, Roland; Vukovinsky, Thomas; Pitoniak, Noel; Downs,
James; Rice, Steven; Hutson, Jimmy; Bauer, Bill; Partlow, Benjamin; Dabbs, Bill; Ashley, Thomas


Subject: RE: CISO Recommendation for Extension of the Interim Authority to Operate for GLE Classified Systems
Date: Wednesday, April 27, 2022 12:26:56 PM
Attachments: GLE May 2022 Authorization Assessment Report.docx


Good afternoon Jacob,


Based on this analysis and recommendation from the NRC acting Chief Information Security Officer, I
approve a six-month extension of the current IATO is acceptable, contingent on the conditions
provided below.


 


Dave


 


David Nelson
Director, Office of the Chief Information Officer – CIO
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-8700
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GLE MAY 2022 AUTHORIZATION ASSESSMENT REPORT








DOCKET:  	70-7033





LICENSE: 	SNM-7006





LICENSEE:	Global Laser Enrichment, LLC


Wilmington, North Carolina





SUBJECT:	GLOBAL LASER ENRICHMENT – INTERIM AUTHORITY TO OPERATE EXTENSION FOR CLASSIFIED NETWORK AUTHORIZATION ASSESSMENT REPORT (ENTERPRISE PROJECT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER L-2021-LLL-0019) 








BACKGROUND





On April 18, 2022, Global Laser Enrichment (GLE), LLC made a request to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for an extension of the existing Interim Authority to Operate (IATO) of the GLE Classified Systems located in Wilmington, North Carolina (ML22115A000).  This system is currently operating under an IATO that is valid through May 1, 2021 (ML21308A409).


Based on the documentation provided in accordance with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Federal Information Processing Standard 199 “Standards for Security Categorization of Federal Information and Information Systems” and the Committee on National Security Systems Instruction 1253 “Security Categorization and Control Selection for National Security Systems,” the Security Categorization for GLE Classified Systems are listed as:


· Confidentiality – Moderate


· Integrity – Low 


· Availability – Low


The GLE Classified Systems are the primary systems for the GLE operational environment, supporting a variety of business administration and industrial manufacturing processes using multiple subsystems including the Engineering and Industrial Control System Environment and the Test and Evaluation Environment.  These systems are authorized to process, store, and transmit data up to and including the Secret – Restricted Data security level.  The systems are comprised of commercial-off-the-shelf and propriety specialized operating systems and software used for manufacturing support and business processing for both network and stand-alone use.  Hardware is comprised of traditional servers, workstations, networking appliances, robotics, traditional machine tools (lathes, cutters), and specialized equipment used in the manufacturing and operation of uranium laser enrichment.














DISCUSSION





On July 20 - 21, 2021, an assessment of the GLE, was performed by the NRC Region II inspection team and Headquarters staff and contract technical subject matter experts. 


The purpose of the site visit was to perform a partial assessment of the GLE classified systems and environment to ensure the GLE commitments are being met. During the assessment, NRC reviewed system documentation and policies and performed interviews and system walkthroughs with system personnel.  The assessment included technical, information, procedural, and physical security reviews.  


Highlighted Outstanding Weaknesses (Identified in July 2021 Assessment):


The following list describes weaknesses identified during the most recent assessment.


1. Outdated NIST security controls:  


· The technical reviewers found that GLE classified cyber security controls are based on NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-53, Revision 3, “Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems.”  However, GLE personnel identified that an effort is underway to update the controls to NIST Special Publication 800-53, Revision 5 “Security and Privacy Controls for Information Systems and Organizations.”  GLE has submitted a Plan of Action and Milestones (POA&M) that provides a basic project plan for this transition.  


2. End of Life Components:


· The technical reviewers made note of several end-of-life components to include hardware, operating systems, and software.  The GLE staff informed the reviewers of their plans to upgrade and update these components in conjunction with transitioning from NIST 800-53 Revision 3 to Revision 5.  GLE has included system and software updates in the submitted transition POA&M.


3. Continuous Monitoring Report


· GLE will not achieve the annual Continuous Monitoring Report submission deadline and has requested an approval of a POA&M to track progress and provide reporting to the Authorizing Official (AO) and Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) (ML21300A129).  As part of the POA&M, the Continuous Monitoring reporting would coincide with transition to NIST 800-53 Revision 5.     


4. Unattended Workstation: 


· During the visual inspection of GLEP-00015-R components it was observed that a classified monitor was active with no one in the area.  The monitor was immediately placed in an inactive mode and the issue was resolved. The staff in question had received their annual classified training.  It was suggested the individual retake their training.








Detailed Assessment Results:


The detailed results from the July 2021 assessment are available in the NRC Agency-wide Documents Access and Management System (ML21308A500).  


Since the previous authorization, GLE has provided the NRC with regular updates of the outstanding POA&Ms:


· April 21, 2022 “GLE-2022-026_Quarterly Update of Plan of Action and Milestones for Transitioning to Revision 5 of NIST 800-53” (Attached)


· February 14, 2022 “Quarterly Update of Plan of Action and Milestones for Transitioning to Revision 5 of NIST 800-53” (ML22055A582) 


· November 19, 2021 “Quarterly Update of Plan of Action and Milestones for Transitioning to Revision 5 of NIST 800-53” (ML21340A142)


Risk Analysis:


The weaknesses identified during the partial assessment performed during the July 2021 site visits have been addressed in the POA&Ms listed above.  The progression of the transition activities to Revision 5 and the procurement of new components is reflected in these POA&Ms.  This includes the risk associated with the use of outdated NIST security controls, as described below:


1. Outdated NIST Security Controls:  GLE system security documentation is compliant with outdated NIST 800-53 Revision 3 requirements.  These requirements are over ten years old and were withdrawn by NIST in 2014.  GLE has committed to transition their security controls to the current NIST SP 800-53, Revision 5 and as of April 8, 2022 to 32 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 117, "National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual" (ML22102A020).  These commitments will apply a greater focus on the security of Supply Chain, Insider Threat, Program Management, and other controls consistent with the latest NIST guidance.  This is essential to provide adequate protections in the current threat environment. GLE personnel are providing updated POA&Ms for NRC review and approval as required.





2. End-Of-Life Components


Due to the unique nature and age of the manufacturing environment several systems continue to operate with end-of-life software.  This observation remains consistent with the prior reviews conducted in July 2021 and February 2021.  The submitted POA&Ms have reflected the procurement of new components related to this prior finding.  The supply chain for replacement parts and equipment may increase risk, if not addressed when they complete their alignment with NIST 800-53 Rev 5.  





There are managerial, administrative, procedural, and physical access controls in place to mitigate most of the access risk for these systems.  Additional controls may be required for the more critical manufacturing equipment such as two-person-integrity and increasing the frequency of auditing, among other related controls.  The POA&Ms and other controls will be reviewed during the scheduled July 2022 site visit.  GLE understands the risk of maintaining the current components and has weighed this against the cost to upgrade or replace.  GLE is currently in the process to modernize equipment, operating systems, and software in conjunction with their transition from NIST 800-53 Revision 3 to Revision 5 and adopting 32 CFR Part 117.





The recently released National Security Memorandum, “Improving the Cybersecurity of National Security, Department of Defense, and Intelligence Community Systems,” places emphasis on Executive Order 14028, demonstrating the importance of securing National Security Systems (NSS).  Using the most recently available guidance is paramount to maintaining a secure environment.  Through these POA&Ms GLE is demonstrating their intention and efforts to modernize their approach to standards, guidelines, and operational, technical, and management controls used to maintain the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of these NSS. 





Overall, the risk remains acceptable, as is consistent with the NRC IATO issued in November 2021.  The demonstrated initiative and willingness of GLE to transition to NIST 800-53 Revision 5 and modernize their control environment demonstrates they are taking full responsibility for their cybersecurity program.  These improvements will strengthen their risk posture and ability to protect these systems and the data that resides upon them. 





CONCLUSION:





CISO Recommendation:  Based on review of the provided information, NRC believes that the risk to operations, assets, or individuals resulting from the continued operation of these systems under the current IATO is acceptable, contingent on the conditions provided below. The IATO extension remains valid until November 1, 2022.  A site visit is scheduled for July 2022, where the controls and conditions will be reviewed.  The risk related to the operations of the systems may become unacceptable if the conditions below are not implemented.  


General Conditions:


1. All conditions from the original issuance of the current IATO (ML21308A409) shall remain in effect:


a. All documentation and artifacts are updated and reviewed on a regular basis or as conditions warrant.


b. All existing POA&M actions are to be updated and provided to the AO and CISO within 30 days of issuance unless otherwise noted.


c. All inspection reports, continuous monitoring reports, or other pertinent and related documentation is provided to the AO and CISO as they are produced or updated.


d. Targeted checks of controls are to occur in periodically or as otherwise required and results communicated back to the AO and CISO.


e. The AO and CISO are provided with quarterly system updates.


f. All significant system changes must be reported to the AO and CISO at least 90 days prior to implementation for assessment and approval.


g. All security related events relative to the systems are to be reported to the AO and CISO within 24 hours of discovery. 


Specific Conditions:


1. GLE continues to provide the AO and CISO with quarterly POA&M updates of progress for transitioning from the NIST SP 800-53 Revision 3 to Revision 5, the status of upgrading the end-of-life systems, and concurrently perform the annual Continuous Monitoring Report as controls are implemented.





Principal Contributors:





Garo Nalabandian, Acting CISO


Michael Mangefrida, OCIO, Cybersecurity Oversight Team


Jim Hutson, Contractor, Office of Nuclear Security and incident Response
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